ASPIRATION PRAYER FOR THE LONG LIFE OF DUNGSE GYANA RINPOCHE

OM Soti  TShé Lha Rik Dzin Gyam Tshö Ngo WO NYI
*Om Swasti!* The essence of the ocean-like long life awareness holders,

CHHI MÉ TSHO KYÉ DOR JÉ JIN LAB KYI
Is the Deathless Lake-Born Vajra.

DUNG SAY GYANA KAL GYAR ZHAB TEN CHING
By your blessings, may Dungse Gyana's lotus feet firmly abide for hundreds of kalpas,

LAB CHHEN TEN DRÖ DZAY PA T'Har CHHING SHOK
Bringing great waves of benefit to all beings.

Upon the earnest request of Lama Ösal Dorje of Namgyal Wangdi, I who hold the title of Dudjom, Sangye Pema Zhepa, wrote this in the year of the Wood Horse, on the tenth day of the second month of the 17th sexagenary cycle. May all auspicious wishes be fulfilled.